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Abstract 
Suen, W.C.S., On the largest strong components in m-out digraphs, Discrete Mathematics 94 
(1991) 45-52. 
A digraph is m-out if every vertex in the digraph has an outdegree qual to m. FT n > m 3 2, 
we consider the m-out digraph D(m, n) obtain by randomly choosing a digraph from the set of 
all m-out digraphs with n vertices. We show by using a constructive method that for any fixed 
m 2 2, almost every D(m, n) contains a unique largest strongly connected subgraph and that if 
N(m, n) is the number of vertices in this subgraph, then n-‘N(m, n) converges in probability 
to (1 - y(m)) where y(m) is the smallest root of y = e”‘(’ -‘I. 
1. Introduction and main results 
A m-out digraph is a digraph in which every vertex has an outdegree equal to 
m including loops if any. We may assume that the edges emanating from a vertex 
are labelled from 1 to m for ease of description. Let D(m, n) be the random 
m-out digraph picked with equal probability from the set of all m-out digraphs on 
the vertex set Vn = { 1, 2, . . . , n}. This model is a slight variation of the m-out 
graphs studied by Fenner and Frieze in [2-31 and is in fact the same as the m-out 
digraphs in Frieze [4] where Hamiltonian circuits in the underlying undirected 
graph of D(m, n) are studied. A limit theorem concerning the heights of the 
vertices in the depth first search trees in D(m, n) is also obtained by the author in 
VI . 
We consider the strong connectedness of D(m, n) in this paper. We follow the 
definition of strong connectedness in Harary [6]. A vertex v in a digraph D is said 
to be reachable from a vertex u’ # v in D if there is a path directed from IJ’ to V. 
We use the convent! on that every vertex is reachable from itself. A digraph D is 
strongfy connected if any two distinct vertices in D are mutually reachable. A 
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strong component of a digraph D is a maximal strongly connected subgraph 
D. We shall use S-subgraph to denote a strongly connected subgraph. 
We shall concentrate on fixed m 3 2. When m = 1, strong componenLs 
of 
in 
D(1, n) are directed cycles. The probability that there is a directed cycle of order 
k in D(l, n) is bounded above by n(n - 1) l l l (n - k + 1)6, which converges to 
0 as n + 00 when k = k(n) satisfies kd + 00. 
For v in Vn, let S,((m, n) be the set of vertices in Vn reachable from the vertex 
v. We write N,(m, n) for I&,(m, n)l. We obtain the following results. Note that 
‘almost every’ means ‘with probability tending to 1 as n tends to 00’. (See Bollobas 
PI ) . 
Theorem 1. For any E > 0, 
P(there is vsuch that N,(m, n)>(l -y(m) + Ejn) = O(dBm) as n-q 
where y(m) is the smallest root of y = em(lMy! 
Theorem 2. For E in (0, 1 -y(m)), almost every D(m, n) contains a S-subgraph 
SD,, with the following properties : 
(a) the number of vertices in SD,, exceeds (1 - y(m) - E)n, 
(b) each vertex in SD,, is reachable from every other vertex in D(m, n). 
It is clear that any two S-subgraphs which are not vertex disjoint must be 
contained in a larger S-subgraph. Since y(m) < 4 for m 2 2, Theorem 2 implies 
that almost every D(m, n) contains a unique largest strong component, where 
‘unique’ is in the sense that no other strong component has an equal or larger 
number of vertices. Thus Theorems 1 and 2 imply that the number of vertices in 
the largest strong component in almost every D(m, n) is bounded by (1 -y(m) - 
6 jn and (1 - y(m) + E)n for any E > 0. Note that this is very similar to a 
well-known result concerning the largest connected component in the random 
graphs Gn,p(n). See Bollobas [l] for example. The next theorem follows directly 
from Theorems 1 and 2 as just discussed. 
Theorem 3. For E in (0, 1 -y(m)), almost every D(m, n) contains a largest strong 
component with N(m, n) vertices satisbing : 
(a) Jn-‘N(m, n) - 1 + y(m)1 G E, 
(b) every vertex in the strong component is reachable from every other vertex in 
D(m, n)- 
2. The pro0 
Theorem 1 is in fact implied by a result in [7]. We shall briefIy reproduce the 
method used in [7] because it will also be useful in our calculation later. 
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Note that we can look at D(m, n) as a digraph in which every vertex r~ in 
D(m, n) has m different coupons. Each coupon entitles v to pick a vertex from Vn 
randomly with equal probability. Each selection is independent of all other 
selections. If w is picked using the ith coupon, then we say that there is an edge 
directed from r~ to w with label i. 
We shall consider a slight variation of D(m, n). Fix a vertex r~ in Vn. We 
assume that in addition to the m labelled edges directed from v, there are 
infinitely many more edges with labels m + 1, m + 2, . . . . We tail this new graph 
D’(m, n). Consider applying the depth first search (DFS for short) algorithm (see 
for example Gibbons [S] or Tarjan [8]) to the digraph D’(m, n) with v as the 
initial vertex. Let {n,, n2, . . . } be the sequence of distinct vertices so that 3ti is 
the ith vertex newly encountered by DFS. Note that z1 = v of course. Suppose 
that DFS has just picked Xi. Then DFS picks ni+l by examining edges directed 
from zi in the order of their edge labels. If every one of these edges leads to a 
vertex encountered before, then DFS backtracks to ni-l and examines the edges 
directed from Jri-1 that have not been examined before. Let Zi,n be the number 
of edges inspected in picking Xi+1 l Then 
p(zi, n = j) = (1 - i/n)(i/n)‘-‘, j = 1, 2, . . . , 
and the Zi,n’s are independent. Let 
U_(k) = $ 2i.n. 
i=l 
Then U,(k) is equal to the total number of edges inspected in picking 
n2, x3, l - - 9 %+1- Note that Nv(m, n j is equal to the number of vertices in the 
DFS tree just before the edge directed from v with label m + 1 is inspected. 
Hence 
N,(m, n)>k iff for i= 1,. . . , k, Z.JJi)sim. (1) 
The following lemma is on large deviation of U,,(k). It can be proved using 
Markov’s inequality as in [7]. 
Lemma 1. Let E > 0 and 6 E (0, 1). Suppose that k = k(n) satisfies k/n+ cy in 
(0, 6) QS n + 00. Then there is p = p(e, 5) in (0, 1) such that for all sufficiently 
large n, 
P(IU,(k) + n log(1 - k/n)1 > En) G p”. 
Using Lemma 1 and Observation (l), it is not difficult to show (see Suen [7]) 
that for any E > 0, 
P(lIVv(m, ii) - (I - y(mjjnl3 En) = O(Km) as n-*. (2) 
Theorem 1 now follows from (2) as there are n vertices. 
We shall now go on to show Theorem 2 using a constructive method. Below is 
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some necessary notation. As it turns out, we shall have to take care of some 
obviously trivial events in order to make our definitions valid for every realization 
of D’(m, n). 
Suppose that E~ is a fixed constant in (0, &) and that cr) = w(n) = [nil. Given 
n1 = v, we consider the sequence JC = {nl, n2, . . .} of vertices picked by DFS 
when applied to D’(m, n). When DFS encounters the first edge directed from & 
to JC~ where 1 <j < w and clt2 C k < n/20, we define z = r(n) = k and Y = v(n) = 
j. Thus 1 d Y < o < eln < z <n/20. If DFS does not encounter such an edge, 
then we define z = [n/20] and Y = 1. Define K = K(n) by 
f { 
min j 3 1: there is an edge directed from a vertex in 
K(n) = ( 
I 1 
if y(n) # 1, 
if y(n) = 1. 
Therefore, we have K(n) s y(n) c z(n) always. We write R(EJ as the sequence 
1 361,.•=, nZ} of vertices found by DFS. For ease of description, we shall use 
black to colour those vertices that DFS has backtracked past by the time nV is 
picked. Note that xl and nT are always nonblack. For j < k, we write 
{ 3Cj, l l l 9 Jdk} as the unique subsequence containing every vertex between Jrj and 
nk (indUSk) in !I&). We say that { Jrj, . . . , ;Idk} iS a run Of black VertiCeS if 
every vertex in the subsequence is black and JTj-1, &+l are nonblack. If 
{ jci, l l l ) 3dk} is a run of black vertices, then Jr” and & respectively are known as 
tile first vertex and the last vertex in the run. 
The following events are concerned with whether the sequence JZ(E,) has 
certain connective properties: 
El(n): there is a vertex nl, where 1 d I < 20, such that every edge directed 
from xf leads to vertex in {x1, . . . , n,} ; 
E2(n): there is a vertex .n,, where crl c I < z, such that every edge directed 
from jtr leads to a vertex in {z~_+~, . . . , a}; 
ES(n): there is a run of black vertices in JC(E~) with length exceeding o; 
Ed(n): z(n) = [n/201, that is, DFS does not encounter an edge directed from a 
vertex arl, where Eln < l C n/20, to a vertex in { nl, . . . , n,_ 1} ; 
We shall show Theorem 2 by a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that neither E,(n) nor E,(n) occurs. Then the vertices 
Kl, n29 l l - 9 arm are nonblack. Furthermore, for each 1 = 1, 2, . . . : o, the vzrtices 
in {~I+I, . . . J nr) are all reachable (with respect to the digraph D(m, n)) from the 
vertex q. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there is a black vertex nl where 16 I s o. 
Then there is a run of black vertices containing nl. Let & (where k 2 1) be the 
last vertex in the run. Now every edge directed from Ink leads to a vertex in 
{ n1,***, nk}. Since El(n) does not occur, k > 20.1. As I s o, the run of black 
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vertices containing nl must be of length exceeding o. This violates the condition 
that E,(n) does not occur and so the first part of the lemma is proved. For the 
second part of the lemma, we note that since ar2 is nonblack, the edges with labels 
m+l,m+2,..., directed from zl have not been examined by DFS. Now for 
l=l,..., co, since nl is nonblack, jcl is an ancestor of the vertices in 
{ Jrl+1, ’ l ’ 9 q} in the DFS tree, and so the vertices in {nr+,  . . . , nr} are all 
reachable (with respect to D(m, n)) from ~1. Cl 
Lemma 3. Suppose that none of the events El(n), E2(n), E,(n), E,(n) occurs. 
Then the subgraph nD,, of D(m, n) induced by (n,, . . . ,3d,) is mm& 
connected. 
Proof. Note that reachability here is with respect to the digraph scD,. Since 
KC o, vertex Ed, is nonblack from Lemma 2. Hence srK is an ancestor of the 
vertices in {nK+l, . . . , nr} in the DFS tree. This implies that every vertex in 
{ 3r . . . , nr ) is reachable from nK. It therefore remains to show that .n, is 
rezhable from every vertex in { nK, . . . , ;~d,}. 
We show first that JG, is reachable from all nonbtsck vertiT?c, in {x,_ . . . , n,}. 
Since Y < cc), every vertex in { x~+~, . . . , nr} is reachable from n,, (by arguing 
similarly as for .n, in the above). As Ed(n) does not occur, there is an edge 
directed from a vertex in {n,,, . . . , Jd,) to zK and so zK is reachable from n,,. 
Again, since E,(n) does no occur, there is an edge directed from n, to n,, and so 
nK is reachable from nr. Now every nonblack vertex in {nK, . . . , q} lies on the 
unique path directed from nK to X~ in the DFS tree. Hence JG, is reachable from 
every nonblack vertex in {3t,, . . . , q}. 
It remains to show that nK is reachable from every black vertex in 
( Jr K9 l - l ? q}. Suppose on the contrary that there is a black vertex nl in 
{ Jr KY l ’ l 9 n,} such that arK is not reachable from jcl. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that I is such that zK is reachable from every vertex in 
{ 36 . . . , JQ+} but not from arl. Using Lemma 2 and the fact that n, is always 
no%lack, we see that o < I < r. Since nl is a vertex that DFS has backtracked 
past, there is a vertex 176k ( 3 1), reachable from nl, such that every edge directed 
from nK leads to a vertex in ( 3tl, . . . , &__1 ). Since neither E,(n) nor E,(n) 
occurs, at least one edge emanating from & leads to a vertex in {n, , . . . , n,--l}. 
Such an edge is necessarily directed into a vertex JG* in { &) . . . , JE/_ 1) because 
of the definition of 36,. Thus zK is reachable from #x*, and so from nk and ~1. This 
contradicts our definition of l. It therefore follows that & is reachable from every 
black vertex in { & . . . , n,}. The proof of Lemma 3 is now complete. 0 
In addition to the events Ei(n), i -  1, 2, 3, 4, defined earlier, we define the 
following events where E E (0, 1 -y(m)): 
ES(n): there is a vertex w in V’ such that S,(m, n) n Z(Q) = 8; 
E&, n): there is a vertex w in Vn such that iV,,,(m, n) s (1 - y(m) - F)n. 
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Lemma 4. Suppose that e E (0, 1 -y(m)). If none of the events E,(n), . . . , 
ES(n), E& n) occurs, then D(m, n) contains a S-subgraph having properties (a) 
and (b) in Theorem 2. 
Proof. Since E,(n) does not occur, there is a path directed from w to a vertex in 
Y+,) for every w in Vn - z(q). Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that JCD, is strongly 
connected and every vertex in JZD, is reachable from every vertex in JO. Hence 
every vertex in JED,, is reachable from every vertex in Vn. (3) 
Since jcD,, is a strongly connected subgraph of D(m, n) as shown in Lemma 3, the 
sets S,(m, n), v E {Id,, . . . , nr}, are equal. Let S(m, n) be this common set of 
vertices. From (3), it is obvious that the subgraph of D(m, n) induced by S(m, n) 
is strongly connected and that it satisfies Property (b) in Theorem 2. As E&, n) 
does not occur, it is also clear that this subgraph has at least (1 - y(m) - E)n 
vertices. Cl 
We note that for & E (0, 1 - y(m)), we have from (2) that lim,,, P(E&, n)) = 
0. Theorem 2 therefore follows from Lemma 4 and the following. 
Lemma 5. For i = 1, . . . ,5, lim,,, P(E,(n)) = 0. 
Proof. (I) Let E,(n, I) denote the event that every edge directed from zi leads to 
a vertex in {n,, . . . , q}. Then P(E,(n, I)) = (l/n)” and so as n --) 00, 
P(E,(n)) d 2 P(E,(n, 1)) s 5 (l/n)” = O(d”%-m). 
I=1 I=1 
(II) Using arguments imilar to those used in (I), we have 
P(E,(n)) c i (o/n)” = O(dnn-m+‘) as n-00. 
I=o+l 
(III) Suppose that JQ is the last vertex in a run of black vertices. If the length 
of this run of black vertices exceeds o, then the (o + 1)m edges emanating from 
the vertices ftk_,,, . . . , nk should have been inspected by DFS and at least 
(0 + l)m - cr) of these edges lead to a vertices already picked by DFS. Since the 
probability that an edge directed from zi leads to a vertex already picked by DFS 
is i/n and since i d k < n/20, we have 
P(JQ is the last vertex of a run of black vertices with length exceeding m) 
~P(ZLl 3 (cl, + l).??r - 0J) 
where ZC1, is a binomial variable with parameters m(o + 1) and l/20. Note that 
KIJ = E[Z,,,] = (o + l)m/20. A result in Bollobas [p. 14,2] implies that if u 
satisfies 19u/20 > 2, then P(Z, B up(,,) < (e/u)uVtiJ. Now for 
u = ((w + 1)m - w)/p,,, = 20(m - 1)/m + O(d), 
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we see that there is a p in (0,l) such that for large n, 
P(Z, > (0 + 1)m - 0) C (e/u)““- s p”. 
Hence P&(n)) G np w which tends to 0 as n + o. 
(IV) Let i = ]&in] + 1 and k = [n/20] - 1. Note that if E,(n) occurs, then 
every edge with label 1 directed from {JG~, . . . , nk} does not lead to a vertex in 
{ n1,-•., no, _i}. The probability of this happening is bounded above by 
(1 - (0 - l)/n)k-i+* = 0(e-w’20) as n + 00. 
Thus, there is p in (0,l) such that P@,(n)) < p” for large n. 
(V) For any vertex w in Vn, 
P(S,(m, n)q n &) = 8) = C P&(m, n) n B = O)P(&) = B), 
B 
where PB is the probability law conditioned on R(Q) = B and the summation 
sums over all possible realizations B of JC(E~). Let E E (0, 1 -y(m)). Now 
PB(sw(m9 n) n B = 0) 
= PB(sw(m9 n) n B = 8 and N&n, n) s (1 - E - y(m))n) 
+ P&(m, n) n B = 91 and N&n, n) > (1 - E - y(m))n). 
Note that if SJm, n) n B = 0, then every vertex in S,(m, n) is chosen by DFS 
with probability at most (1 - lBl/n). Since In( > Eln always, we have 
P&,,(m, n) n B = 8 and N&n, n) > (1 - E - y(m))n) 
s (1 - El) (I-Y(m)--E)n . 
Also, 
PB(&,(m9 n) n B = 9) and N&n, n) d (I- E -y(m))n) 
s P&&,,(m, n) d (1 - E - y(m))n). 
It follows from the above inequalities that 
P(S,,@, n) n X(Q) = 0) s P(N,(m, n) s (1 - E -y(m))@ + (1 - G)(~-~(~)-~)~. 
Using (2), we have 
P(S,(m, n) n R(Q) = 0) = O(Km), 
giving that P&(n)) = O(n l-“‘) as n + 00. Cl 
Note that Tarjan [8] gave a deterministic linear algorithm for finding strong 
components in a digraph. Our proof of Theorem 2 in fact gives a linear Monte 
Carlo algorithm which finds the largest strong component in almost every D(m, n). 
The method is first use DFS to find vertex n = z* as defined after Lemma 1 and 
then use DFS to find the set S,(m, n). Then the subgraph of almost every 
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D(m, n) induced by S,,(m, n) is the largest strong component of D(m, n). Note 
that although such a method does not require looking at vertex zK, we need to 
consider nK in our proof because of the need to show that n* is reachable from 
every vertex in D(m, n) including those that have been picked before in finding 
Jr== 
Most of the results appeared in this paper were obtained while the author was a 
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